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“Denmark–Vietnam Alumni Environment Day – 

Cycling to beat air pollution” 

If you have ever been to beautiful Europe, especially Denmark, 

you will love the beautiful scenery, unique architecture, developed 

economy, stable social security and clean air, not many private vehicles 

that most people use public transport, and especially use bicycles. 

Denmark is known as the nation of BICYCLE riders. 

Those who have loved Denmark, have lived, studied, worked or 

visited this country love the image of people cycling on the street. To 

evoke that friendly and beautiful image, inspire a less polluted, 

healthier life, encourage the movement to limit the use of personal 

vehicles, increase the use of public transport and environmentally 

friendly vehicles, with sponsored by Danida Alumni Activities Grant, on 

the morning of December 1, 2019, Denmark Vietnam Alumni organized: 

"Environment Day - cycling to beat air pollution". Responding to the 

program, more than 100 athletes and volunteers participated in the 

program, of which about 20 were Demark Alumni. 

At the event's opening ceremony, Mr. Carl Redmond, Associate 

Professor of International Cooperation at the University of Northern 

Denmark (UCN) shared about cycling culture of the Danish. 

 

Accompanying to support the program are 02 sponsors from Viet 

An Group - The company specializes in automatic monitoring of air and 

water and Van Lang Industrial Waste and Environmental Consultancy 
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Company.. 

 

 

The cycling route goes through 02 routes of Truong Sa and Hoang Sa 

with a total length of 32 km. 
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In the cool, fresh air of Sunday morning, blending into the beautiful 

streets of Ho Chi Minh City, the cyclists from Denmark VietNam Alumni 

conveyed the message: Cycling to beat air pollution - please use bicycle 

vehicles instead of motorcycles and cars to beat air pollution. 
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After the athletes completed the 32km cycling route, the organizers 

conducted the award for the winning athletes. 

 

 

Denmark VietNam Alumni Network members had a fun time together to 

share about networking activities and development in the coming time. 
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